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Teachers must
not be gagged
The Federal Government’s new Border Force Act
Section 42 forbids teachers who work in Australia’s
immigration detention centres at Nauru, Manus Island
and Villawood to speak up about any information they
come across in the course of their work.
Teachers working in detention centres face up to two
years in prison for speaking about the students in their care.
This flies in the face of findings at the Royal Commission
of Institutional Child Sexual Abuse which demonstrates
beyond doubt that children in this country have not been
properly protected in the past, because people, including
teachers, have not spoken out.
The IEU strongly opposes the Abbott Government’s
move to impinge on civil liberties and human rights and
indeed, the rule of law itself.
IEU General Secretary John Quessy said: “The sinister

Border Force Act Section 42 makes it an offence for an
‘entrusted person’ to ‘make a record of, or disclose’
protected information’”.

“Would the Prime Minister
be happy to accept that
those caring for his children
were fearful of speaking out
about suspected abuse?”
“Would the Prime Minister be happy to accept that
those caring for his children were fearful of speaking out
about suspected abuse? A consequence of these laws,

perhaps unintended, is that abusers will be protected and
not exposed,” Mr Quessy said.
“Basically what the Federal Government is doing with
the introduction of this law is punishing teachers for
standing up for their students, whose classrooms happen
to be in a detention centres.”
An IEU Facebook post on this topic caused outrage
among members with more than 40 comments received,
universally condemning the Act.
Here are just a few samples: “I am speechless. Probably
just as well or I could be facing criminal charges!”
“So much for mandatory reporting.”
“Am I still in Australia? How can this happen. I thought it
was mandatory to report childminding abuse.”
“Duty of care? Child protection? Democracy? Foreign
concepts to those in Canberra it seems. I weep.”
Report page 3
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IEU welcomes papal environment encyclical
Pope Francis criticises political inactivity,
rampant consumerism and the negative
human impact on the environment. He
laments the impact on the poor and calls
on all people to take urgent action.

Gloria Taylor
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On 18 June Pope Francis released his
encyclical or ‘teaching letter’ on the
environment and climate change. The
eagerly awaited ‘Laudato Si’ on Care for
the World sparked a strong response
from international media that is unlikely
to abate in the coming months as the
world prepares for the Paris Climate
Summit in December.
Even then, irrespective of the Summit
outcome, this coalescence of faith and
science is so compelling it is easy to see
the joined forces as a turning point in the
climate change debate.
The encyclical asserts the moral, ethical,
social justice arguments while accepting
the scientific evidence of climate change
and its causes. It explores wealth disparity,
sustainable development, consumption,
market forces, coal and other fossil fuels
and the impact on the planet.

“This coalescence of
faith and science is so
compelling it is easy to
see the joined forces as
a turning point in the
climate change debate.”
On 28 June environmentalists joined
religious leaders from across the globe
in a march to the Vatican to show their
support of Pope Francis’ ground breaking
encyclical.
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has
thanked Pope Francis for taking such a
strong stand on the need for urgent global
action and his comments were re-enforced
by his predecessor Kofi Annan. President
Obama has also praised the encyclical.
The Pope will address the UN and US
Congress in September.
This year the IEU Biennial Environment
Conference will be held in the context

of this international climate debate. As
in the previous three conferences, the
program will provide information and
practical strategies for the implementation
of education for sustainability across the
Australian curriculum. When the IEU
Environment Committee presents this
year’s conference on 16 October, the
program will include the impact of the
encyclical and educational issues around
environmental ethics and social justice.
The Union is endorsed to provide QTC
Registered Professional Development for
teachers accredited at Proficient Teacher
and this conference will provide five hours
and 15 minutes registered PD for teachers
towards maintaining Proficient teacher
accreditation in NSW. The Union is also
seeking similar endorsement from the TQI
in the ACT.
If you would like to register for the
Conference or seek more information see
the advertisement in this Newsmonth or
www.ieu.asn.au, to register email tania@
ieu.asn.au.
To have your say on environmental
issues or to share initiatives or resources
through the IEU website, email daniel@
ieu.asn.au.
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Mark Northam

Assistant Secretary
During recent negotiations with
Catholic employers, a number of
professional issues arose which could
not easily be addressed in the enterprise
agreement (EA) itself although
these issues have distinct industrial
implications.
In short these involve state government
accreditation requirements for those who
have been exempt and performance and
development engagement required by the
Federal Government.
The IEU will be meeting the various
Catholic dioceses throughout Term
3 with a view to achieving clarity of
understandings associated with the
seamless transition of the pre 2014
workforce.
BOSTES has provided abundant
certainty that the pre 2004 teacher
workforce “will be recognised”.
Cumbersome processes are not required
and BOSTES describes the process for
these teachers as “straightforward”. The
‘must haves’ by January 2018 are a current
Working With Children Check, complete
qualifications, continuity of service and
financial standing with BOSTES (payment
of accreditation fee currently $100 pa).
It is important to note pre 2004 teachers
who have been teaching continuously will
be accredited with their existing teaching
and or degree qualification. There will
be no requirement for any such teacher
to upgrade their qualifications under the
pending accreditation scheme.
Teachers who have had an absence
of five or more years from teaching

after 2018 will be required to meet the
qualification requirements for provisional
or conditional accreditation. For example
a two year trained teacher will be required
to retrain and cannot be employed with
their existing qualifications. Three year
trained teachers will be able to apply for
conditional accreditation and undertake a
fourth year upgrade. Continuity of service
is therefore important.
Teacher Accreditation Authorities
(TAA), for Catholic systemic teachers
the diocese that employs you, will have
training conducted by BOSTES later this
year. The training will stem from a TAA
manual currently under development.
The manual will outline the policies and
procedures schools must have in place to
support induction and mentoring as well as
fair procedures related to accreditation at
all levels: Proficient, Highly Accomplished
and Lead.
The Australian Institute of Teaching
and School Leadership  (AITSL), a federal
government company not representative
of teachers, has determined that teachers
should engage in forward planning and
reflective practice built around ongoing
professional development.
The Union understands the following
dimensions will constitute an authentic
response to what AITSL is seeking: goal
setting, reflective practice, ongoing and
self-directed professional development
and where agreed and adequately
resourced, peer observations by a
colleague of your choosing. It is critical to
note that AITSL processes are formative
and distinctly different from disciplinary/
grievance procedures.
Many Catholic systemic schools
were recipients of National Partnership
funding in recent years that they used
in a variety of ways. For some, Teacher
Performance and Development became
a particular focus with the funding

driving this initiative and supplying the
necessary release time for teachers to
collaborate, devise procedures and visit
other classrooms in a formative manner.
This funding no longer exists and therefore
employers cannot have expectations that
these programs will continue without that
resourcing.
The Catholic EA – unfinished business
As part of the terms of settlement of
the NSW/ACT Catholic systemic schools
EA, the Union and employers have agreed
to discuss a number of matters over the
next months. In some of these cases, we
were unable to reach a resolution prior
to settlement. On other matters we saw
mutual benefit in discussion around issues
or processes. Outstanding matters include:
• inclusion of an IT stream into the general
employee classification structure
• arrangements for general employees on
recurrent fixed term contracts for
specific purpose programs
• an agreement to hold ongoing
discussions in relation to VET teachers
• establishment of a Union/employer
working party to consider process issues
and best practice in handling complaints
under the fair procedures clause in the
EA, and
• commencement of discussions in regard
to establishing a diocesan wide
framework for Teacher Performance
and Development with an undertaking
from employers to consult with the
Union within this context where
individual dioceses are already
developing a framework.
The Union will consult with members
about the above issues and keep members
informed of developments.

Have they learned nothing?

“The provisions of this Act send a mixed
message to the community in respect of
reporting and revealing serious concerns about
mistreatment, particularly of children.”
The recently introduced Border Force Act has some
darkly disturbing implications for those who work with
children in Australia’s immigration detention centres.
Those centres are in Nauru, Manus Island or at
Villawood in Sydney’s west. Such workers, including
teachers, are now forbidden under threat of two years jail
from revealing or reporting any information they come
across in the course of their work.
These provisions are contained in Section 42 of the
Act, which is ominously headed “secrecy”. There are very
limited circumstances where disclosing some information
to certain authorities may be exempt, however it is clear
that a primary purpose of the Act is to supress public
access to information.
Contradictory laws
At face value these provisions are contradictory to
the legal requirement for teachers, nurses and other
caregivers to mandatory report reasonable suspicion of
abuse or neglect.
Notable barrister Julian Burnside has commented that
the real intent is not to lock people up but to shut them
up. That is, to intimidate individuals and to make them
fearful, causing confusion and making people second

guess their obligations and responsibilities. This is hardly
an atmosphere conducive to child protection.
The provisions of this Act send a mixed message to the
community in respect of reporting and revealing serious
concerns about mistreatment, particularly of children.
It is alarming that the Federal Government, with the
support of the Labor opposition, are willing to champion
laws designed to suppress access to evidence and public
scrutiny.
No past protection
The Royal Commission into Institutional Child Sexual
Abuse has demonstrated beyond doubt that children
in this country have not been properly protected from
physical or sexual assault or neglect by the legislation,
policy or processes that have operated in the past.
Every state and territory now has laws requiring teachers
(among others) to mandatorily report instances of abuse or
neglect suspicion of it. In NSW doctors have been required
to report to authorities cases of abuse since 1977. Ten years
later this was broadened to include nurses and teachers
and much stronger reporting obligations by legislation
introduced following the recommendation of the Wood
Royal Commission into police corruption in 1997.

Reports not investigated
Despite all this, instances of abuse have continued
and even when reported to higher authorities there is
significant evidence that those reports were not properly
investigated or acted on. Has the Government learned
nothing from the Royal Commission?
Good laws should demand and stipulate clearly the
process for reporting mistreatment, neglect and abuse
of children and the authority to which they should be
reported. Good laws also provide for meaningful feedback
to the reporter of what investigation or action will be
taken on their information.
Good laws allow for freedom of speech and public
disclosure where there are cover-ups, concealment,
suppression or incompetent investigations resulting in a
whitewash.
The Border Force Act is not good law.

John Quessy General Secretary
Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

The IEU
publications
app
Read this issue on your iPad now. Just visit iTunes, search for
'IEU' and download the free app.
No iPad? View the issue online at http://publications.ieu.asn.au
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Ballot vote
coming your way
Information for General Employees
Soon all Catholic systemic school members will be
asked to vote in a ballot on the enterprise agreement
(EA). The IEU is recommending a ‘yes’ vote as the new
EA protects existing conditions and provides salary
increases ad benefits for all staff.
A detailed breakdown, with salary tables, of the new EA
can be found on the IEU website www.ieu.asn.au under
the red ‘Catholic EA News’ button on the left side of the
homepage.
General employees and the proposed Catholic systemic
enterprise agreement
The proposed enterprise agreement (EA) in Catholic
systemic schools will, following approval, apply to
both teaching and non teaching staff. The EA uses new
terminology to describe employees in non-teaching roles
as ‘general employees’.
The term general employee is a collective term
that encompasses employees currently covered by
different existing enterprise agreements (support staff
and maintenance and outdoor staff), as well as some
employees to whom the Modern Award currently applies.
General employees are classified into one of three
occupational streams:
• Classroom and learning support services, currently
referred to as school assistants
• School administrative services,currently referred to as
clerical and administrative staff, and
• School operational services, currently maintenance and
outdoor staff, and canteen and retail staff, but will also
encompass those employees currently under the
Modern Award.
A reference in the proposed EA to an ‘employee’ means
all types of employee, that is, general employees and
teachers (unless the section of the EA specifies that it only
applies to a certain class of employee).
While many provisions of the proposed EA have
application to all employees, some provisions will be
relevant only to general employees or teachers, and this is
why a new overarching term was required. There are also
some provisions that apply only to employees engaged in
one or more of the occupational streams outlined above.
Proposed wage increases for general employees
The first increase under the EA will apply from the first
full pay period on or after 1 July 2015. For most employees
it will be 2.27%, applied to pre July rates, although
employees to whom the Modern Award currently applies
will receive a 2.5% increase on pre July rates. From 2016
general employees will receive their next wage increase
at the same time as teachers in NSW, from the first full
pay period on or after 1 January 2016, effectively bringing
forward that next pay increase by a full six months.
Upon commencement of the EA, all general employees
will translocate to new classifications. For most employees
(other than those in the school operational services
stream) this will involve no change to their rate of pay or,
where applicable, their expected date of progression. For
employees engaged in the school operational services
stream, translocation will typically mean that an employee
translocates to a substantially higher paid classification.
General employees will therefore have the benefit of
receiving two increases within six months and, in some
4
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cases, a further increase by way of translocation.
Most members will receive the 2015 increases of 2.27%
at the ordinary time (from the first full pay period on
or after 1 July) as well as the second increase of 2.5% in
January 2016.
Classification structure for general employees
The proposed EA incorporates all three streams of
general employees under a single pay and classification
structure. Within each stream there are several applicable
levels, containing one or more steps. Progression through
such steps is based on 12 months of service.
Existing support staff members and Level 1
maintenance and outdoor staff will progress at the
next expected date for automatic progression. Other
general employees (those translocating to substantially
higher salaries) will not progress until completion of 12
months on the translocated level (12 months after the
commencement of the EA).
The classification structure for existing support staff
is essentially the same as that which currently applies,
except that the existing Level 1 will now have incremental
step progression. Existing support staff levels 2, 3 and 4
will become Levels 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Existing Levels 5 and 6
will correspond to Levels 5 and 6 under the proposed EA.
The existing five step pay structure for maintenance and
outdoor staff will be compressed into three steps meaning
new employees will progress to the highest rate of pay
sooner. Under the current arrangements, a trade-qualified
employee commences at the second highest rate, but
under the proposed EA an entirely new classification has
been created with higher levels of remuneration for tradequalified employees.
Translocation
All existing Level 5 maintenance and outdoor staff
will also translocate to the new level created for tradequalified employees (irrespective of whether or not
the existing employee holds a trade qualification).
This translocation effectively delivers an increase to
2014 salaries of approximately $6,300 pa for fulltime
employees, but the leading hand allowance has been
absorbed into this rate of pay. In the case of a Level 4
trade-qualified maintenance and outdoor staff employee,
they will also translocate to a level that provides an
increase of $7,147 pa.
In other cases of translocating employees in the school
operational services stream, increases are in the range of
between $2,103 pa and $9,686 pa.
Level 1 maintenance and outdoor staff will receive an
increase of $1,392 pa, but will progress to the next level at
the currently expected date, which is equivalent to moving
from the existing Level 1 to the existing Level 4 after a
single year of service.
Support staff – Level 5 and 6 employees
The proposed EA will, for the first time, see an industrial
instrument contain an obligation for employers to appoint
Level 5 and 6 employees in all schools (with the exception
of those schools in some regional dioceses of less than 100
students). These arrangements have previously existed
by way of exchanges of correspondence, but will now be
enforceable obligations under the terms of the proposed
Agreement. The proposed EA also stipulates that Level
5 and 6 employees cannot be required to attain higher

qualifications post-appointment. In other words, it is not
open to assert or establish such a requirement unless it
was agreed at, or before, the time of appointment.
Other improvements
The casual loading for most EA covered employees
is currently 20%, but under the proposed EA this will
increase to a loading of 25%.
The new evidence requirements for personal carer’s
leave represent a significant improvement for general
employees, now only requiring evidence after the first
three days of absence in any year and later, in respect of
absences for personal illness or injury, only for absences of
two or more consecutive days. Other leave improvements
for general employees include the introduction of paid
community service leave and leave for examination and
study purposes, as well as improvements to paid paternity
leave. Many other leave conditions for Modern Award
employees are increased (personal carer’s leave, long
service leave and paid parental leave).
While the Union also sought to improve the
arrangements for access to permanent hours for those
support staff employees on recurring fixed term contracts,
the existing provisions were retained and a commitment
received from employers to continue negotiations on this
matter throughout the life of the EA.
Key conditions protected
It’s important for members to reflect upon those things
that employers wanted to take away when they presented
their claim back in April 2014. That claim sought to reduce
salaries for every classification of support staff employee
by between $6,156 and $17,417 pa. While the employers
proposed that this would only apply to new employees,
the reality is that any such degradation would have had
an immediate and dangerous impact on existing staff and
their capacity to bargain for future increases. Members
also identified that future reductions in hours would have
likely targeted those on protected higher salaries. It also
meant that future appointees to senior roles would have
received no pay increase or, at best, only $833 pa more.
The employer claim also sought to throw out the current
system of automatic progression which would have
adversely affected existing Level 2 and 3 employees, in
addition to all future employees.
Similarly, employers wanted to remove existing
entitlements by reducing overtime entitlements, reducing
the minimum start provisions for part-time employees,
making employees work an additional nine days at higher
duties before receiving payment at the higher rate, and by
introducing junior rates of pay for support staff.
At the last minute it was also surprisingly revealed that
employers had wanted to take away the paid 10 minute
tea break from those part-time employees working the
typical minimum start of three hours. While the Union
had simply assumed this aspect of the claim to be poorly
expressed, it was clarified that employers had deliberately
sought to limit it only to those employees working in
excess of three hours.
The fact that all these entitlements have been
protected is a credit to all support staff and maintenance
and outdoor staff members who communicated their
dissatisfaction and took action to stand up for, and
successfully defend, their rights at work.

Creating ‘aha’ moments in teaching
How many times have we heard
someone say ‘Oh I go into class, I know
what I am doing but I just cannot get
the kids to settle’ or ‘I just don’t know
how to start that lesson, I really don’t
know where to start. I don’t know how
to unfold the learning that is required’.
We’ve all been there at some time in our
career. What are we doing about this?
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if there was
a place teachers could go to get the
support needed to help them overcome
the hurdles of teaching; if someone was
there, just waiting to help them take
themselves to the next level or problem
solve their own issues, think through their
contextualised problems. Then they could
front up to work the next day and say ‘I
have the confidence to take this on now’ or
‘I know how to solve this problem.’
How do we develop our practice, making
sure our students have the knowledge,

skills and understanding? It is sometimes
difficult to know how to support students
to achieve.
So what can we do for new teachers,
a casual teacher, an aspiring leader or
someone who would like to improve their
practice?
We have heard many ideas, we’ve
heard lots of things about mentoring,
and the difference between coaching and
mentoring. What we should do to mentor
teachers? We rarely hear about actual
tools and strategies for our teachers so
they can move from the place they are at,
to solve the problems they are finding.
We need the mentees to own the process.
Not a line management or supervisory
approach. We are used to line management,
it doesn’t always work. We want to make
sure the mentor is chosen and the mentee
is empowered to gain confidence with their
mentoring relationship.

The website ment2teach.com.au is a tool
to help teachers access mentors to support
them over those hurdles. To build their
confidence, develop teaching strategies in a
respectful, reflective manner.
So we understand what ment2teach.com.au
is, lets call it ‘edu-harmony’. This simple
tool allows teachers to communicate with
each other, mentor/mentee developing
the relationship, giving confidence and
building a base for a very reflective and
productive conversation. Ment2teach.
com.au creates a place where teachers can
come and be supported. This is the core
component of ment2teach.

about teaching and learning with those
wanting to expand their teaching practice,
and Resources - organised in curated
categories to assist teachers.
Look into this site, join as a mentor,
mentee or just a visitor to the commons.
Mentors can be from any level of the
profession, classroom teachers, a deputy
with great knowledge or a principal
fully aware of the pressures on his/her
colleagues. Of course, with the retirement
of so many teachers, retired teachers are
invaluable to this mentoring program.
Register now to give back to your
profession.

The website has three main areas:
Commons – here members are
encouraged to engage in discussions in the
forums, read and comment on blogs
Mentoring - teachers from all levels
share their knowledge and experience

Jennifer Michalski

Voting soon
to begin
Voting in the proposed enterprise
agreement (EA) opens at 7m on Monday
27 July and will conclude at 5pm on
Sunday 2 August. The Fair Work Act
makes employers responsible for the
ballot and provides the following
information:
Information about the vote
The Australian Election Company
has been appointed to conduct the
voting process on behalf of the Catholic
Commission for Employment Relations.
The Returning Officer will be Mr Richard
Kidd and he can be contacted at rkidd@
austelect.com
The Australian Election Company has
conducted many enterprise, certified and
collective agreement employee ballots
on behalf of government departments,
agencies and private sector organisations.
Voting will take place using a combined

internet and telephone voting service.
The voting period starts 7am Monday 27
July and closes 5pm Sunday 2 August 2015.
Prior to the ballot opening, you will
receive a set of voting instructions,
advising you how to vote using the
internet and telephone. These instructions
will be sent by email to the ‘work’ email
address of all ‘at work’ employees, and will
be physically mailed to those employees
on leave or without a listed email address.
If you have not received the voting
instructions by the time the ballot opens,
contact the Australian Election Company
Helpdesk on 1800 224 420.
The Union is confident that the EA
retains important conditions and provides
new benefits for members. We strongly
advocate a YES vote for the EA.
Union organisers will continue to visit
school Chapters prior to and during the
voting process to discuss and explain the

features of the EA. If you have yet to have
a meeting, please contact your organiser.
Comprehensive information for
members is also available on the IEU
website; click on Red Catholic EA Button
and follow the links.
By now members should have received
pays and back pays depending on the
payment cycle of various categories of
employees. Although modest, the Union
welcomes these increases that advance
salaries and hail the end of a long period of
disputation.
We request that you convey this
information to Chapter members. We also
ask you to remind non-members of the
benefits of the EA and encourage them to
join the Union.
The Union thanks you again for
your resolve during this dispute and
congratulates you on the achievement of
the proposed EA.

Michalski Mentoring

Early Start
Conference
- improving
children’s lives
University of Wollongong is
hosting its inaugural Early Start
Conference on 28-30 September.
The Conference, with the theme
Improving Children’s Lives,
recognises the importance of
early experiences in shaping
life trajectories. It’s aimed at
early education and early years
primary teachers. The IEU is a
sponsor of the conference.
It will address the challenges
that exist in policy and practice for
children, families and educators by
exploring current approaches to
research in the early years of life
and proposing strategies for the
future that will both inform and
improve work in the field.
Speakers include professor
Catherine Snow from Harvard
University, Professor Edward
Melhuish from Oxford University
and Professor Michael Wald from
Stanford University.
For details: go to www.
earlystart.uow.edu.au/conference/
index.html
newsmonth - Vol 35 #5 2015
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Switch off for a while

Keynote speaker at the IEU’s forthcoming
Support Staff Conference Work Well on 21 August is
international speaker, educator, writer and consultant
Dan Haesler.
A teacher for 20 years, Dan now specialises in the power
of positive psychology. He is particularly passionate about
reaching disengaged youth, but the IEU’s conference is
not about student wellbeing, it is about staff.
“I look at what specific things people can do to ensure a
balanced approach to wellbeing and social, emotional and
mental health,” Dan said.
“I’ll be looking at the role of engagement, relationships,
meaning and purpose.
“We need to think about how we can recognise
accomplishments in our lives and how we can take time to
get off the treadmill every now and then. The mentality
isn’t just about getting things done but being able to take

a step back and take stock of why you are doing things
and where you are heading.”

“We need to think about how we
can recognise accomplishments
in our lives and how we can take
time to get off the treadmill
every now and then.”
Dan said technology was “sold to us” as a time saver,
but in fact it takes up all of our time.
“You look at a bus stop, or at a kids’ football match. People
are permanently plugged in and have lost the ability to stop
for a while and recognise what they are doing and why and
therefore gain a sense of satisfaction from doing things.”

Ear

Dan’s presentation focuses on the whole person rather
than specific workplace issues.
“It’s about personal relationships with your own kids as
well as students and other things. It’s broad so people can
take what they want from it. It provides many different
entry points into what wellbeing actually means and ways
to enhance it, whether small specific interventions or
grand changes to your life.”
Dan said some schools focus too much on performance,
outcomes and competition rather than the wellbeing of
staff and students.
“Wellbeing and engagement are words bandied around
in schools without much understanding to be honest.”

Sue Osborne Journalist
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Keynote speakers
Eva Cox, UTS - Retaining
the community focus of
children's services, not
just the economic outputs!
AP Christine Woodrow, UWS
(Futuro Infantil Hoy)

29 August, Mercure Hotel, Sydney
ieu member $85 | Non member $140
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Steering students towards a sustainable future

“The course leads students
to become more politically
aware and they start asking
questions and discussing
environmental issues.”
Two presenters at this year’s IEU
Environment Conference are using
Marine Studies to raise awareness of
sustainability issues with their students
and inspire them to seek solutions.
This year’s conference Looking 2 Our
Future on 16 October at the Mercure
Sydney will focus on practical strategies
for schools and early childhood centres in
educating for sustainability in the context
of escalating international debate and
action on climate change.
The conference will provide five hours
and 15 minutes registered PD for teachers
towards maintaining Proficient Teacher
Accreditation in NSW.
The keynote speaker Dr Mark
Diesendorf will talk about transitioning
Australia’s energy system from fossil fuels
to renewable energy.
Professor Neil Ormerod will discuss the
Papal Environment Encyclical and social
justice and its impact on international
climate policy, and surfer Tim Silverwood
will talk about his personal decision to

clean up plastics from his favourite surfing
beaches and how that led to a path of
scientific exploration and activism.
Teachers and IEU Council delegates
Nick Blackman and Glenn Lowe will
present a workshop on why and how they
teach Marine Studies and Technology at
their schools.
Head of TAS Glenn Lowe (pictured
middle) of St Joseph’s Catholic High School,
Albion Park, said Marine and Aquaculture
Technology traditionally was aimed at
students who may have been “a little bit
disaffected” with school, but its diversity was
attracting all types of students, with several
of his graduates going on to study marine
biology.
“It’s a diverse course which draws
together the different aspects of the TAS
department. We do the mandated WHS
and water safety in Years 9 and 10 then we
go on to fish habitat depletion and water
and surf safety among other units.
“At the conference I’ll talk about what
students get from it and how it allows

them to grow within themselves.
“The course leads students to
become more politically aware and they
start asking questions and discussing
environmental issues.”
IEU Rep and TAS Teacher Nick
Blackman (pictured right) of Carroll
College, Broulee, said the course, being
non-ATAR, is very flexible and allows
teachers to come up with their own units.
This year’s assessment for his group
will be to present a movie night on ocean
acidification. The ocean is absorbing
more and more carbon dioxide from
the air causing this acidification. Nick
said science is only just catching up
with this phenomenon.
His students are networking with the
local council and environmental groups.
“The kids are ambassadors for change.
It’s a win-win situation as they are
empowered. It’s not all doom and gloom,
they are part of the solution. It’s good for
the school to liaise with the community
and ultimately good for the environment.

“So much of our system is about
competing against each other, but I
think it’s better if the kids can learn
to collaborate with each other and
communicate and bring about change.”
As well as the movie night, students are
preparing speeches, making displays and
cooking with sustainable seafood.
“We’ve made fishing rods, as catching
your own fish is the most sustainable way
to eat a fish,” Nick said.
There are more details about the
conference on the IEU website www.ieu.
asn.au.
Early bird registration (before 1
September) is discounted. For details
contact Tania Yardley on 8202 8900 or
email tania@ieu.asn.au.

Sue Osborne Journalist
Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

Popular
visitors
return

One of the most popular event at the IEU’s 2013
Environment Conference was the presentation by
Taronga Zoo staff, including some special visitors in the
shape of native wildlife.
Taronga Zoo staff will be back at this year’s conference
on 16 October with their animals and talking about their
education programs and work to save endangered species.
Presenter Catherine Judd has worked as a Learning
Engagement Officer at Taronga Zoo, employed by the
Catholic School Dioceses of Broken Bay, Sydney and
Parramatta for the past two and half years.
She comes from a background of primary classroom
teaching and community recreation management, and
has continued pursuing her passion for science and
environmental education by championing the conservation
education project, Project In-Situ Yellow-Bellied Glider.
The project aims to raise awareness in the Gosford region
about this vulnerable species by educating and inspiring
local Catholic school students who then alert the wider
community to the threats facing the Yellow-Bellied Glider
and many other native species in the area.
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First Class
Are you ready for Proficient accreditation?
Amy Cotton
Professional Officer

If you are in your second or third year
of teaching, it’s time to get serious about
accreditation at Proficient.
Why? Many enterprise agreements (EA)
actually stipulate a pay rise associated
with accreditation at Proficient. In some
agreements, it’s also tied to years of
service. You need to read your workplace’s
agreement carefully to find out if your pay
is affected by accreditation at Proficient
and if it is also time sensitive. You can
ask for more help understanding your
agreement from your IEU organiser.
For example, in 3 Band schools, you
need to get your Proficient accreditation
before a certain date in order to be paid
in the following year at Band 2 (the
‘date’ differs between schools). In other
agreements, including the new Catholic
systemic schools EA, the pay step is also
related to time served in a NSW classroom.
The amount of teaching days in a school
year differs between agreements, but
it’s roughly about 205 days. This means
if you are casual, temporary or part time
(or started off that way), it might take

you a couple of years to reach a full year
of service. For example, if you have done
130 days in 2013 and 40 days in 2014 and
25 days so far in 2015, you have only just
finished your first year of teaching service
in terms of most agreements. That means
you have another 205 days to go until
eligible for the pay rise.
Accumulator app helps you keep track
One way of keeping track of days you
have worked across multiple sectors is the
IEU’s new Accumulator app. It’s a simple
app that allows you to enter days you’ve
worked at multiple schools. It will add up
all of the days and warn you when you’re
approaching a threshold. Then you need
to collect together statements of service/
payslips and let each employer know how
many days you’ve worked as a teacher.
Each employer will have a different
process as to how to apply for recognition
of teaching days elsewhere, so best to
get in contact with them about what they
need and when they need it.
It’s important to remember, however,
that there’s a difference between an
agreement stipulating a pay rise = number
of days + accreditation at Proficient, and
BOSTES requirements.
BOSTES don’t have a requirement
for numbers of days served in order
to achieve Proficient, but they give a
guideline of about 180 days (nearly a year)

that should include continuous teaching
practice equivalent to 6-8 weeks (but not
necessarily consecutive days).
Continuous teaching practice might
mean a block, but can simply mean a
regular employer at the same school.
Continuous practice allows you to develop
your skills within a static environment
but also allows the teacher accreditation
authority to see you demonstrate the
Proficient descriptors of the Standards.
Employers can’t hold back
Remember accreditation is about
demonstrating the Standards at Proficient.
It is not about time served. You should
submit your documents when you are
comfortably demonstrating the Standards,
which means that employers shouldn’t
hold you back from accreditation simply
because you might cost them more
money. If your Teacher Accreditation
Authority (TAA) even flippantly suggests
that they can’t afford to give you
accreditation, get in contact with the
Union. On the other hand, if your TAA says
they cannot accredit you, ask for feedback
about which descriptors they have doubts
about, and work towards demonstrating
those. Get this advice in writing, or confirm
what you understand by email.
Right now we are halfway through 2015.
If you are in your second year of teaching
service, you should try to finish your

accreditation at Proficient documents. You
should talk to your school about aiming
to get your accreditation done by the
beginning of November. This allows time
for feedback and associated changes, and
also for the document to be processed by
the TAA (who is not always on campus). It
also means that if you are subject to a time
sensitive agreement, your pay rise can be
processed at the proper date in 2016.
The IEU’s new Accumulator app is free
and available to all. Apple users: https://
itunes.apple.com/au/app/ieu-nsw-actaccumulator-app/id982497635?mt=8
Android users: https://play.google.com/
store/apps/details?id=com.formwork5.
accumulatorapp&hl=en
Tax help available online
The HECS-HELP benefit is designed
to encourage graduates of some types
of courses to take up employment in
specified occupations, including education.
The benefit was introduced on:
1 July 2010 for education and nursing
graduates. Details: https://www.ato.gov.
au/Individuals/Study-and-training-supportloans/In-detail/HECS-HELP-benefit/
HECS-HELP-benefit-for-maths,-science,education-and-nursing-(includingmidwifery)-graduates/?page=1#About_
the_benefit

Professional Development delivered to your door
The IEU welcomes a new professional development partnership with the Teacher Learning Network
The TLN is Australia’s leading provider of online professional learning for school and early childhood centres. The TLN provides
high quality professional development programs based on the principle of ‘teachers sharing with teachers’.

Membership Model

Online professional learning

The TLN operates on a unique membership model. A
school or centre joins the TLN and pays one low annual
membership fee and every person in that school can access
professional learning programs at no further charge. Over
100 programs per year free to all staff in member schools/
Centres. This great deal is made possible through the support
of the IEU.

TLN has more than 5 years experience in delivering online
professional learning. Online allows you to engage in
professional learning at school or at home, with your team
or on your own. Online provides accessibility, flexibility and
delivers great outcomes in improved teaching practice.
The TLN is an endorsed provider with the Board of Studies:
Teaching and Educational Standards NSW.

Membership Fees
12 months membership – all inclusive – no more to pay to
attend over 100 programs

Student Enrolment

2015

Above 2000 students

$800
$700
$500
$350
$250
$250

Between 1000 and 1999 students
Between 500 and 999 students
Between 100 and 499 students
Below 100 students
Early Childhood Centre/Preschool

The Teacher Learning Network (TLN) is jointly owned by the Independent Education Union Victoria-Tasmania and the Australian Education Union (Victorian branch).
The TLN has been operating as a not-for-profit incorporated association since 1994, providing professional development services to the two unions and their members.

More Information and to join Go to www.tln.org.au or email mvictory@tln.org.au or call (03) 9418 4992
8
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Starting Strong forum eases anxieties

Student Hannah
Fletcher with her
grandfather Peter
Lonergan and mother
Catherine Lonergan,
both former IEU
members (right).

More than 5.0 preservice teachers who attended
the IEU’s Starting Strong Forum on 3 July had some
anxieties eased by the presentations on offer.
The preservice teachers, who came from universities all
over NSW (with one even from Griffith University online),
heard IEU General Secretary John Quessy explain what
the Union could offer them now and when they start
their careers.
IEU Professional Officer Amy Cotton explained the
BOSTES accreditation process and what the IEU can do to
help teachers through it.
Guest Principals Des Fox of St Jerome’s Catholic Primary
School Punchbowl and Margery Jackman previously of
Catherine McAuley High School Westmead and Ian Alchin,
Services Development Manager, Community Connections
Solutions Australia, explained what a good CV should look
like and what not to do in an interview.

Teachers Alexander Wharton and Alexander Snoek of
William Clarke College Kellyville supplied some great tips
on surviving your first year of teaching, including where to
go for help, managing your work/life balance, dealing with
difficult people and working in the school environment.
IEU Industrial Officer Amanda Hioe also conducted
a workshop on how the Union assists with contracts of
employment and industrial agreements.
Australian Catholic University preservice teacher Rosemary
Carroll (pictured bottom right) said the forum was a great
opportunity to access advice and up to date information from
a range of experts across the education sector.
“The insights shared by the experienced principals have
made me much more confident with job applications
and interviews and thanks to Amy’s presentation I have a
greater understanding and less anxiety about the BOSTES
accreditation process,” Rosemary said.

“It’s great to know about the support the IEU can offer
me in my early year teaching career.”
Charles Sturt University preservice teacher Hannah
Fletcher said the train journey down from Orange was
worthwhile as she got a lot from the day.
“I learnt a lot about what the Union can offer and it
was good to get some tips about my CV and interviews,”
Hannah said.
“I really enjoyed the workshop with early career
teachers talking about their first year of teaching.”
Hannah was inspired to join the IEU as her 80 year old
grandfather Peter Lonergan was one of the founding
members of the IEU’s predecessor the AMMA, and her
mother Catherine Lonergan was a long time member.
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State and federal governments
fail early childhood sector
The recent NSW state budget and the proposed
federal changes to childcare have provided little
good news to the early education sector.
State budget
Once again state expenditure for early education
and care has not been increased. In fact in the last
year the state government has admitted that they
have underspent some $98.2 million dollars.
The previous Minister for Early Education, Adrian
Piccoli promised that once money was available NSW
would increase its expenditure on early education.
In response to a question in Parliament, current
Minister for Early Childhood Education Leslie
Williams was forced to admit that between 2012 and
2015 the actual increase in funding was less than half
the rate claimed by the Government.

Given that the state has budgeted for surpluses for
the next four years surely some of this money should
be spent on the citizens of the future so that they can
become productive members of society.
NSW continues to underspend compared to other
states on early childhood education.
Federal changes
Changes to the federal government childcare
package see a dramatic shift away early childhood
education to early childhood care. Childcare is now
part of the Department of Social Services rather than
the Education Department.
The focus is not on quality early childhood
experiences for children but rather on workforce
participation. Parents must pass a stricter activity
test before being able to access Child Care Benefit

(parents must work at least eight hours a fortnight to
access the lowest amount of government subsidy).
The Commonwealth has recently released a RIS
(Regulation Impact Statement) on the changes to the
childcare system. We would encourage members to
read and comment on the changes and the effect it
will have on their service.

Verena Heron Industrial Officer
Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

Present Tense Check your pay rates
Kendall Warren
Organiser
Award changes
On 1 July the Fair Work Commission
increased all rates in all awards by 2.5%, in
line with the minimum wage decision.
Most members in the private college
sector are employed under the Educational
Services (Post-Secondary Education) Award,
in which, for example, the Level 2 annual
salary will increase to around $46,598, Level
5 to $50,409, Level 7 to $52,905, Level 10 to
$57,219 and Level 12 to $60,189.
Casual daily rates can be calculated by
taking the annual salary, dividing it by 261,
and then applying the 25% casual loading
by multiplying that figure by 1.25. Other

awards will increase by similar amounts.
The Fair Work Ombudsman has a useful
calculator to work out your particular
pay rate, full rates can be found on both
the Fair Work Commission and the IEU
websites, and you can always contact your
IEU Organiser for any further information.
Agreement making
Your Union continues to work away
on enterprise agreements. Officers
from the Union have been meeting with
management at both Navitas English
(formerly known as ACL) and UoW College
(part of the University of Wollongong), and
both negotiations are reaching the ‘pointy
end’ of crunching competing demands.
At Navitas English, the Union has
suggested (without prejudice which
means we are not bound by it) that a
settlement encompassing a reasonable
salary increase, more flexibility in
attendance requirements (the ‘off-site

futureperfect
NSW ACT Independent Education Union
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hour’ provisions), and protections for non
teaching staff with the move to a new
classifications structure.
At UoW College, most of the non salary
matters have now been resolved to the
satisfaction of both the IEU and the NTEU,
and the final arm wrestling over salary is
really all that remains. Both unions are
hopeful that a final settlement can be
reached over the next month or two.
The IEU will soon be commencing
negotiations at several other colleges,
including Access, EF, Insearch, Sydney
College of English, Specialty, SELC,
Universal, UNSW Foundation Studies,
and UWS College.
If you are a member at any of these
colleges, you should start thinking about
what you would like to see included in
your agreement, and also encouraging
your colleagues to join the Union. It is no
coincidence that the colleges with the best
conditions are those with strong Union

membership. If you are a member at a
college without an enterprise agreement
in place, you should be aware that the Fair
Work Act contains provisions relating to
‘good faith bargaining’, under which an
employer must start negotiations where
it can be demonstrated that a majority of
employees (or section of employees, such
as teachers) wish for that to happen. For
more information, contact the IEU.
Seminar
The proposed seminar for members in
the private college sector set down for 18
May has had to be delayed, and will now
be held on Monday, 28 September at 4pm.
Further details will be provided closer to
the time, but in the meantime, mark it in
your diaries.
Contact: kendall@ieu.asn.au

ELICOS
for
members look out
future perfect in
your inbox

feedback July

Post: “From today, teachers face two years gaol if
they as much as express concern or speak up about
students they are teaching in detention centres,"
said IEU General Secretary John Quessy.
Selection of comments: 		
Mariane: I am speechless. Probably just as well or I
could be facing criminal charges!
Maree: So much for mandatory reporting.
Sue: What a disgrace . . . shame on the Government!
Jenny: Disgusting and SO unbelievable it's scary
Stephen: Doesn't seem right to me.
Gee: How is this stuff allowed to go on our
government is a joke.
Kim: I would end up arrested then. Have they not
read the declaration of human rights! What are we
teaching our own children! What a disgrace!
Joanne: So so terribly wrong. We lament that
institutional abuse occurred in the past but do
nothing about preventing it from happening in the
present. Children need to be protected now!
Jim: How does a law like this get passed in our

country with no public debate? Our major parties
have abandoned their duty as legislators in a modern,
moral state. As for our media...
Rachael: So let me get this right... As mandated
reporters in the ACT if teachers don't report concerns
of harm or abuse of students they come into contact
with in ACT schools they can be prosecuted... But if
they DO report or even talk about concerns of harm
and abuse of children in detention they will
be prosecuted.... Why do Australian children's
safety and wellbeing mean more than these children?
This is horrendous and makes me embarrassed to
be Australian.
Joanne: I just completed the new required online
child protection training 'SALT' and this seems to be
in direct conflict with the duty of care position we are
expected to uphold.
Sue: I agree with everyone here. Our duty to children
as the adults is universal. Children belong to us all
regardless of where they are from. Our Federal
Government is becoming more and more
draconian. What is their excuse for so many laws

Women in
education events
The IEU is hosting a number of women’s events
At the Women in Education forum and dinner in Port Macquarie in August
Suzanne Penson, President of the Mid North Coast Branch will provide the
opening address.
The guest speaker is Associate Professor Penelope (Pep) Serow, Project Leader
of the Nauru Teacher Education Project, University of New England. Pep teaches
Mathematics education to preservice and in service teachers within primary,
secondary, and postgraduate programs.
Pep fondly looks back on her days teaching in rural NSW and brings many
of these experiences to her research directions. These directions include ICT
as a teaching tool in the mathematics classroom, mathematics curriculum
development in developing countries, and building local teacher capacity in
Pacific Island Countries.
IEU Women in Education Convener and Principals Organiser Pam Smith will
also provide an update on women and equity update – legislation, policy and
practice.

that squash free speech, ignore human rights and
reduce people looking for asylum from the most
atrocious, dangerous places on earth to not worth
protecting. Why?
Post: The IEU's Early Childhood Services
Conference is on Saturday, 29 August at the
Mercure Hotel, Sydney.
Simone: This might be of interest. It’s a great day.
Post: Highly trained, respected and free: Why
Finland’s teachers are different.
Comments
Sheena: Hmmm.. working in wrong country
Krystle: I want to move to Finland.
Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

Join the online
conversation
Join the IEU social group
& keep up to date with us...
www.facebook.com/ieunswact
twitter.com/#!/IEUNSWACT

Details: Friday 7 August 2015
Commencing at 6pm – Dinner to follow after the speakers
Rydges, Port Macquarie
1 Hay Street, Port Macquarie
This event is free for IEU members and registration is essential. To book contact
Cassie Barnes email cassie@ieu.asn.au or phone 6623 4700
Other events
North Coast Branch Women in Education regional forum and dinner
5.30pm, Wednesday 5 August 2015
Ballina RSL, River Street Ballina
North West Branch Women in Education regional forum and dinner
6.30pm, Friday 21 August 2015
Armidale City Bowling Club, 92-96 Dumaresq St, Armidale.
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Two decades
dedication to
Union work
“My father was a strong influence on me. He lived through
the depression and saw men begging in the streets for jobs
and understood the benefits of collective bargaining.”
With 20 years experience in the role,
Mike Cusack knows a thing or two about
being an IEU Rep.
Mike came to teaching late, having
worked as an accountant (which he hated)
managed his own milk run and a paving
and landscaping business.
He started his teaching career
aged 40 and after a stint at St Thomas
Boys School in Lewisham, moved to
Northholm Grammar School in Arcadia in
Sydney’s North West and has been there
for 29 years.
Initially employed as a science teacher,
he quickly moved into IT teaching.
“It has always been a strong interest.
When computers started coming into

schools around 1989 no one seemed too
interested so I put my hand up. I started
teaching an introductory class to Year 7
before the Board had developed courses.
My role evolved from there,” Mike said.
“It’s been an amazing ride going from a
few Apple 2s in a classroom to Wi-Fi access
for all students anywhere in the school.”
Soon after he started at Northolm, Mike
became the IEU Rep.
“My father was a strong influence on
me. He was born in 1896 and worked as
a boilermaker and fitter and turner. He
was in the metalworkers’ union and lived
through the depression.”
“He saw men begging in the streets
for jobs and understood the benefits

of collective bargaining. He gave me
a strong sense of justice and the need
for people to be treated fairly.”
“To me union membership is not a
political issue, it’s about improving and
maintaining working conditions and
making sure agreements are adhered to.”
The recent MEA negotiations with the
AIS have probably been the most difficult
that Mike has experienced in his 20 years
as Rep.
“I did the analysis and told staff we were
being handed a pup. It has made some
of the younger teachers understand the
importance of being in the Union.”

Sue Osborne Journalist

Mike’s top tips for Reps

• All issues are important, no matter
how trivial they may appear.
• Be a good listener – find out all the facts.
• Know what is and isn’t a Union
matter – don’t get involved in nonUnion issues.
• Nothing is personal – don’t be
frightened of stating the facts to
anybody, including the principal.
• Know the terms of the agreement
inside out. If you are unsure consult
your Union organiser.
• Maintain confidentiality at all times –
no gossip.

Protecting paid parental leave
Access to a government paid parental leave (PPL)
scheme is a hard fought right for Australian women
and their families.
Many IEU members are therefore deeply concerned
about the Federal Government’s attack on the right of
women with an employer funded PPL scheme (such as
most members in Catholic and independent schools) to
access the Federal Government’s 18 weeks minimum
wage PPL scheme.  
Employer based parental leave has been negotiated
over many years as an industrial provision, often with
foregone salary or other conditions as part of the
bargaining process. The national PPL is a minimal
scheme intended to start to bring Australia into line
with international standards.
When enacted by the then Labor Government in
2010, the Paid Parental Leave Act stated “the financial
support of this Act is intended to complement and
supplement existing entitlements to paid or unpaid
leave in connection with the birth or adoption of
a child”.

12
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The legislation clearly envisaged that women with
employer schemes should be able to access the 18
weeks minimum wage scheme, while the government
scheme would also be of particular benefit to women
whose employers did not yet provide PPL (such as for
many ECS and ELICOS members).
It is disturbing that IEU members and other working
women have been called ‘double dippers’ and ‘rorters’
for accessing what is a legal entitlement, an entitlement
reportedly also lawfully accessed by at least two
partners of current federal government ministers. The
total PPL amount after 1 July will be $11,824.20.
Many IEU members have engaged in protest actions
against the government’s PPL attack, including signing
petitions and attending rallies. Unions NSW has
also invited input from women wishing to share their
concerns about the impact of loss of access to the
government PPL.
IEU members are urged to sign the ACTU petition
which calls upon cross bench senators to save the
federal PPL scheme by voting against the Abbott

Government’s proposed cuts which may affect up to
80,000 Australian women and their families.
The ACTU petition is located at http://www.
australianunions.org.au/parental_leave_petition
Members with any concerns about maternity,
paternity or carer’s leave issues are welcome to contact
the IEU for advice.

Pam Smith Assistant Secretary
and Convenor, IEU Women in
Education Committee

Labour bites
Childcare policy out of date

do,” Mabus said in a statement.
The 84 days, or 18 weeks, which
is generous by American standards
replaces the previously authorised 42
days, or six weeks. (Source: Reuters)

International
exchange of ideas

Bargaining ban by Sotheby’s
The Abbott Government’s childcare
package is “decades out of date”
and will put Australia behind other
developed nations when it comes to
early childhood reform, a new McKell
Institute report says.
University of New South Wales
researchers Deborah Brennan
and Elizabeth Adamson argue the
proposed childcare changes are
not focused enough on children’s
development and that there is no
“policy rationale” for the government’s
move to fund the $3.5 billion reforms
through cuts to paid parental leave and
family tax benefits.
The report, Baby Steps or Giant
Strides, says the new childcare
package is also disappointing because
of its emphasis on getting parents
into work without addressing “serious
shortage” of places for babies and
toddlers, attendance rates for early
childhood education or staff shortages.
(Source: SMH)
Less students, more teachers to go

A declining population of young
students could lead to at least 2500
secondary school teachers being made
redundant in the coming five years
says the Hong Kong Professional
Teachers’ Union.
The number of students entering
secondary school has dropped by 2200
this year (almost 4%) and further drops
are forecast. In addition policies that
served to retain teachers introduced in
2010 have been scrapped.
The Union argues that employment
stability and teacher retention are
vital as the current slump in students
will rebound by 2018 with a growth in
cross-border student numbers. (Source:
The Standard)
18 weeks pay for navy mums

The US Navy is tripling paid
maternity leave for women who serve
in the Navy and Marine Corps from six
to 18 weeks in the first year after birth.
Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus
said the change was effective
immediately and would be retroactive
to 1 January. A mother does not have
to take the leave at once but may use it
within a year of her child’s birth.
“When the women in our Navy
and Marine Corps answer the call to
serve, they are making the difficult
choice to be away from their children
– sometimes for prolonged periods
of time – so that they can do the
demanding jobs that we ask them to

Cleaners at Sotheby’s have been
barred from working at the auction
house after they staged a protest
asking for better sick pay terms in their
contracts with their employer. Workers
and supporters staged a demonstration
outside the auctioneer on Bond Street as
it played host to the sale of multi-million
dollar contemporary art pieces.
According to United Voices of the
World (UVW), the independent trade
union that organises the workers,
all four cleaners who attended the
demonstration were denied entry to
work the next day.
All UK workers are entitled to at
least statutory sick pay of £88.45 a
week, only taking effect after four
‘waiting days’. The cleaners are
asking for contractual sick pay with
better conditions from their employer
Servest.
Petros Elia, the union’s general
secretary, told the Independent that a
representative of Servest, Sotheby’s’
cleaning contractor, which employs the
cleaners, had stopped the workers at
the door and demanded their passes.
Sotheby’s said the workers had been
“suspended” and not sacked. (Source:
The Independent)
Teenager earns $2 per hour in NZ

A teenage girl who earned less
than $2 an hour for waitressing at a
Wellington restaurant because she was
deemed to be a volunteer, has won a
ruling that says she was an employee.
The Employment Relations Authority
has ordered the restaurant to cough up
$2635 in unpaid wages and holiday pay
to the young girl who started there as a
16-year-old in January 2014. By the time
she finished four months’ later she had
only been paid $480, despite working
about 258 hours.
The restaurant company’s director
provided a statement saying the
restaurant’s shareholders – including
the complainant’s mother – had an
agreement that each would volunteer
a family member to help out.
In finding that the girl was an
employee the employment authority
said that it did not accept that the
girl’s relationship with the restaurant
could “fairly be characterised as that
of a volunteer on grounds that her
mother had a shareholding “ and that
the complainant “provided coherent
evidence that she was offered wages
in exchange for work”. (Source:
NZ Herald)
Compiled by
John Quessy General Secretary

The NSW/ACT IEU played host to a
meeting of the National Committee for
International and Interstate Teacher
Exchange Coordinators in July.
NSW/ACT IEU Exchange Coordinator
Helen Gregory joined her counterparts
from Queensland, Western Australia, the
Northern Territory and South Australia, to
discuss the latest teacher exchange news.
Representatives from the Colorado
International Teachers Exchange
League, Canadian Education Exchange
Foundation and Commonwealth Teachers

Exchange Program (UK) and the Alberta
Teachers Association were beamed in via
teleconference.
Coordinators from the NSW Department
of Education were represented too.
The group heard from Jason Hackworth
from the US Consulate, who talked about
visa issues, and Pauline Kessell from Teachers
Mutual Bank, on financial arrangements for
teachers while they are travelling.
“We like to support teachers as they
spread their wings and travel overseas,”
Pauline said.
newsmonth - Vol 35 #5 2015
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Exchange postcard

Third time round

Here we are on our third exchange, and we still can’t
believe our luck. Our first two were to England and this
is our first to Canada. Don’t ask us to pick a favourite
because they all have incredible highs and you have to
look hard to find any lows.
Professionally, it provides an opportunity to work and
experience teaching in another country using different
systems, all of which provide many and varied learning
experiences. All the schools have been very welcoming,
accommodating and helpful in all areas and I am sure
that many of those I have encountered will now consider
the idea of an exchange themselves. They find the idea
daunting but I love to point out the benefits of stepping
outside your comfort zone to experience the fabulous
opportunities that an exchange provides.
This year so far we have seen Niagara Falls in its most
frozen state in over 40 years, done a horse drawn tour of
a Mennonite farm, where time has stood still. Who could
resist lining the streets of Stratford, with thousands of
others to watch 20 swans waddle down the street from
their winter quarters back to the lake for the summer.
We have driven with a professional driver and race horse
around the trotting track at Grand River Paceway, walked
14
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many beautiful trails through magnificent forests and
countryside.
During the March break we visited Ottawa, Quebec City
and Montreal. In this first week of the nine week (yes nine
week) summer holiday we have cruised around the 30,000
islands of Georgian Bay and canoed around Parry Sound
while staying in a beautiful cottage on the waterfront of
Mill Lake. We will head south from here, then east as far
as New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova Scotia.
Then there is a week in Cuba and a visit to New York City
to end the holiday.
As with all things in life, you get out of it, what you put
into it, so throw yourself into whatever comes your way
and you are sure to have a fun and exciting year. The first
two exchanges we had children with us and I am sure
that the experience shaped the people they have become
today, in spite of their parents!
The best part of the exchange is living in, and becoming part
of the local community. It is also how you get to see some of
the best parts of the country because they advise you to do
many things that the tourist operators don’t even know about.
As you travel around there are always interesting people to
meet who will also share their experiences with you and add

another layer to the whole experience.
The wildlife we find fascinating here in Canada. So far
we have had rabbits, squirrels, chipmunks, racoons and
a ground hog in our backyard in downtown Brampton,
most of them eating out of our hand. Then there are
the numerous beautiful birds that visit the bird feeder
every day. We have seen deer in the wild, but have yet to
encounter a bear or a moose.
We cannot encourage everyone enough to think about
doing an exchange, it will literally change your life, and
having done one you might find it addictive. Credit must
go to all the principals involved and to IEU Exchange
Coordinator Helen Gregory and the IEU for making such
opportunities possible.

Terry Kennedy Kildaire Catholic College in Wagga
Wagga exchanged with
Andrew Conroy St Thomas Aquinas Secondary
School in Brampton Ontario
Join the conversation
facebook.com/ieunswact

New Catholic school in Lismore

IEU Organiser Steve Bergan made a visit to St
Ambrose Primary School which opened this year at
Pottsville on the far north coast of NSW. Foundation
Principal and IEU member Brian Laybutt provided
Steve with a tour of the new school facilities and an
opportunity to meet with staff and IEU members to
form a new IEU Chapter and elect an IEU Rep.
St Ambrose is a part of the Kingscliff parish. The new
school sits on land behind the St Mary and Ambrose
church. The school started with enrolments in classes K-5
and currently has a student population of approximately
140. Next year will see Year 6 commence. In future the
school seeks to have two streams of classes from K-6
reaching a student population of 420. The school is set in a
strong growth area drawing students from Ocean Shores,

Casuarina, Cabarita, Hastings Point and Pottsville. There
is currently 14 staff with seven full time teachers and
seven part timers, which includes support staff , with plans
to expand as the school grows. The new IEU Chapter rep
is Carlie Parsons who is enjoying the opportunity to teach
in an architecturally designed school with state of the art
facilities. The IEU thanks Carlie for taking on the IEU Rep
role this year.
The school has been designed to incorporate the natural
landscape with environmentally friendly buildings that
have wide covered walkways and shady outdoor areas.
Classrooms flow out onto these areas and have natural
cross air ventilation with lots of natural light from the
highly located windows. The classrooms have flexible
work areas that allow for opening up of single rooms into

larger work areas. All walls are pin board lined allowing
for full display coverage of students’ work. There are
side rooms that allow for withdrawal for individual, small
group and artwork spaces when required. The school is
wired to allow teachers and students to work via Apple
TVs, ipads and smartboards which are centrally located
in each classroom. There is also a media room whereby
students can film their work for later visual presentations
to teachers, classmates, school assemblies and parents.
There is no doubt that St Ambrose Primary has been
designed to meet the education revolution requirements
for both teachers and students learning for the 21st
century. The IEU thanks the Principal and staff of St
Ambrose for their welcome and wishes them well as the
school continues to develop

Teacher establishes orphan project in Zambezi

In Victoria Falls Zimbabwe, 6000 of
the 40,000 residents are orphans due
to the AIDS epidemic. Co-President
of the Visual Arts and Design
Educators Association NSW (VADEA
NSW), teacher at Trinity Grammar
and IEU member, Stephen Collins
established a charity to help support
students in the area.
In 2006 Stephen took a school
photographic safari tour to Southern
Africa. On the safari he met Misheck
Mujeni, the safari cook, who looked
after local orphan children in his
hometown of Victoria Falls.
Stephen kept in touch with Misheck
and in 2009 they created a Trust
in Victoria Falls called Umhambi
Childrens Fountain of Hope Trust,
and registered it with the Zimbabwe
authorities.

Later in 2010 Stephen, along with the
Miller family from Burwood, established
the Umhambi Zambezi Orphan Project
Incorporated Association that raises money
to send to the Trust in Victoria Falls.

school in Victoria Falls and continue to
pay the fees and associated costs of
schooling up to 40 orphans in Victoria
Falls and local rural villages without
high schools.

“Without Umhambi these children would
continue to live in poverty and have a bleak
future as poor rural farm workers or be
unemployed.”
Umhambi looks after local orphan
children in Victoria Falls by paying
their school fees, buying their
uniforms, and paying for their food
and any medical needs.
Umhambi recently bought a small
farm so they can grow their own maize
crops, built a small orphanage so the
rural orphans can attend the senior

Umhambi has had great success over
the last few years with school graduates
getting good jobs with local firms, and
even gaining entrance to university.
Without Umhambi these children
would continue to live in poverty and
have a bleak future as poor rural farm
workers or be unemployed.
Markossi, a recent graduate from

high school was asked by Stephen
what he wanted to do and where he
wanted to go and his reply was “further
than my eyes can see”. Markossi has
enrolled in a computer course at TAFE
college and lives in the orphanage
along with the manager Thembinkosi
Dube, and other senior school
residents.
Umhambi looks after orphans that
demonstrate academic ability and
have little or no extended family.
Umhambi’s aim is to educate these
bright young students so they can go
onto good employment opportunities
and to improve their community.
Stephen Collins says other teachers
might like to explore the way they can
be part of the Zambezi Orphan Project
and can visit www.umhambi.org for
information and inspiration.
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Still
having
fun after
40 years
Forty-four years in the game and Peter Meehan still
loves teaching.
“If you get to the point that you don’t want to be
bothered by children any more that’s the time to give it
away. I’ve got a few years left in me yet,” Peter said.
When he started at All Saints College, Liverpool on the
grand sum of $32 a week Peter couldn’t afford his union
subs, although he was committed to the Union.
“I came from a working class family. My mother in
particular was strong on workers’ rights and conditions
and encouraged me to join.”
It wasn’t until 1974 that Peter could afford to join,
and he’s been a continuous member ever since. The IEU
celebrated his 40 plus years of loyal membership with a
badge presentation.
Peter’s now at St Dominic’s College Kingswood, but he
spent a big chunk (28 years) of his career at St Gregory’s
College, Campbelltown.
“When I began teaching at Liverpool we did not have
pay parity with the state school teachers and women were
paid a lot less in those days. I could see the AMMA was
dragging us towards parity with the state system. Most
employers are decent people but they don’t want extra
costs if they can avoid it.

“If it hadn’t been for the Union advocating for us things
would have been very slow to change.”
Peter started as an English/History teacher but he
became interested in IT as soon as it started emerging.

“There’s a lot of talk about
productivity but how do you
measure it? More kids in class,
more band sixes? It’s so difficult to
define you end up with things like
reducing sick days.”
“I had a computer at home in 1979. I could see IT was
going to change education.”
He became the IT teacher by default, being the only
person in the school who knew anything about
it. About 20 years ago a principal suggested he get
formal qualifications so he took a Masters in Information
and Communication Technology in Education at
Wollongong University.
Peter said he doesn’t try to “keep up” with every new
thing in IT. He said many teachers are concerned the

The collegiality of your local
Chapter is where the benefits
of IEU membership begin

students will have better knowledge than them and be
more up to date when it comes to technology.
“I find the kids know about games and Facebook but
their knowledge is actually quite shallow. They don’t look
into how technology works in society and how it can be
used as a tool.
“Teachers should fall back on their knowledge and
pedagogy. Kids don’t want someone talking to them on
their level about how many people they killed in the game
last night.”
Peter said he was “astonished” with the conditions
initially offered in the recent Catholic pay dispute.
“There’s a lot of talk about productivity but how do you
measure that in schools? More kids in class, more band
sixes? It’s so difficult to define you end up with things like
reducing sick days.
“Considering the things that were being bandied about
compared to the dignity and morale of the teachers, I
didn’t see an equilibrium. I would describe it as petty.
“What was on the table might have improved the
bottom line but I don’t think it would improve the
education of the children.”

Sue Osborne Journalist

St Brigid’s Marrickville is a great place to practice as a professional
teacher. This is in part due to members frequently and openly discussing
issues that affect our Chapter, the teaching profession and the education
community as a whole.
The Chapter has been actively involved in the Catholic campaign since its
beginning, demonstrating solidarity and commitment to the cause by being
vocally present at the campaign rally at the Sydney Masonic Center in 2014.
In the last week of Term 2, St Brigid’s Marrickville Chapter held a meeting
to discuss the outcomes of the recent agreement between the Catholic
Commission for Employment Relations (CCER) and the IEU. Assistant
Secretary, Mark Northam joined the meeting to help explain the finer points
of the agreement.
Chapter members were glad to hear of the improvements to leave
entitlements and the progression to standards’ based pay scale for teachers
that included pay increases for nearly all levels on the scale. Support staff
members were happy that the IEU had reversed the employer-planned
deterioration of conditions and pay for future staff.
Our Chapter has been impressed with the efforts of the IEU negotiating
team, who have managed to bring a level of respect to the new Enterprise
Agreement (EA). An agreement that, prior the IEU’s campaign, had been
a document benefitting only employer groups, via a one-way form of
‘flexibility’ that was merely a dressed-up deregulation of the conditions of
teachers and support staff.
The members of St Brigid’s Marrickville, would like to urge all IEU
members, particularly Sydney metropolitan members, to become active
participants in the issues that surround our profession. This is as simple as
starting discussions around the lunch table and coming along to IEU Branch
meetings.

James Jenkins-Flint

Teacher and IEU Executive Member, St Brigid’s Marrickville
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Great support despite pressure
Pam Smith

Principals Organiser

Live from Canada
Chris Wilkinson
President

I am writing this report from Canada,
where I am touring BC, Ontario and
New York on route to Ottawa as I am
attending the Education International
7th World Congress which I am looking
forward to. See: http://www.ei-ie.org/
congress7/en/
Good news to start Term 3. Settlement
at last on the long running Catholic
systemic agreement. This outcome has
taken a huge amount of work from many
people and to them, on behalf of all
members in Catholic systemic schools, I
say thank you for job well done. Some
may not be happy with the outcome, but
it is the best outcome for the majority of
members. We have a few extra dollars in
our pay packets (just in time for the mid
year sales) and working conditions in some
cases have improved. Congratulations and
well done to the negotiating team.
Chapter meetings will be held this term
throughout all systemic schools to vote on
accepting this enterprise agreement.
Work is also being done on agreements
in other sectors including independent
schools, Christian schools, and the early
childhood sector.
Teacher accreditation is well on the way
for all teachers in NSW and is an essential
element from 1 January 2018 as part of
NSW’s Great Teaching Inspired Learning
(GTIL), all teachers need to be accredited

to continue, return or to start teaching in a
NSW school. This is a new requirement for
pre 2004 teachers.
Vocational Education and Training
(VET) continues to be of concern to
teachers. Discussions are continuing with
the Teacher’s Federation and a seminar is
planned for Monday 10 August in Sydney
with Professor Kira Clarke from Melbourne
University as the guest speaker.
The IEU Professional Development
calendar is still proving popular with
members, especially in rural areas.
Women in Education forums have been
held in Nowra, Newcastle and Gosford.
Some impressive speakers attended
and addressed these forums with rave
reviews from participants. These events
will continue with forums in Lismore, Port
Macquarie and Armidale in August and the
last one for the year to be held in October
in western Sydney. These forums offer our
members a chance to come together, share
ideas, listen to inspiring speakers, network
and also a time to share stories and issues
affecting their work and conditions.
Planning for the IEU’s Environment
Conference scheduled for 16 October is
well underway with Dr Mark Diesendorf
as the keynote speaker. This should be
a wonderful conference as usual and I
encourage members to attend.
The Early Childhood Conference will be
held 29 August and will again attract many
enthusiastic participants.
The Securing Our Future Conference was
a huge success and catered for members
from all sectors of the membership.
Thank you for welcoming me to your
Branch meetings and I hope to get to
many more during the year.

The importance of speaking out
Leah Godfrey
Vice President ACT
Teachers were inspired by the theme
of Capitalising on Curiosity at the ALEA/
AATE National Conference held in
Canberra on 3-6 July.
Over a thousand teachers from around
Australia and New Zealand attended this
year’s conference.
Dr Misty Adoniou, university lecturer
and writer for the Australian Curriculum,
spoke passionately about the importance
of speaking up, speaking out and speaking
loudly.

Her message encouraged us to
remember what we do makes a difference
and also to question how we are using our
‘teacher voice’ outside the school walls.
If we don’t speak up, someone else will
for us and they often get it wrong.
Support staff and teachers in Catholic
systemic schools sure have spoken up and
spoken loudly over the last 14 months.
When offered a devaluing draft document
last year that would have stripped
conditions, pay and job security, staff and
teachers took action. And look at the result.
After many months of negotiations we are
finally ready for a vote. School Chapters have
been meeting with IEU organisers in recent
weeks to find out information and discuss
the new agreement. Voting will take place
electronically from the 27 July to 2 August.
Make sure your voice is heard!

IEU General Secretary John Quessy has
recently written to principal members in
NSW and ACT Catholic systemic schools
to thank them for their great support for
their teacher and general staff colleagues
during the protracted enterprise
agreement (EA) dispute. The IEU
acknowledges the conflicting pressures
on principals in such disputes arising from
their duty to their employer and their
loyalty to their own staff.
Principals have welcomed the
agreement which has now been reached
between the IEU and Catholic Commission
for Employment Relations (CCER) and the
Union’s recommendation of a ‘yes’ vote
when the EA is put to staff early in Term 3.
Given the progress of the EA for
teachers and general staff, the IEU has
now formally requested CCER to resume
negotiations for an EA for principals. The
Union looks forward to liaising with its
Catholic systemic principal members in
advancing the EA negotiations. Some
dioceses have been consulting with
principals in regard to what they would
like to see in a future EA.
Principals’ health and wellbeing
Many principals have raised with the IEU
concerns about their health, safety and
wellbeing, including within the context of the
2014 ACU/Teachers Health Fund research
into the roles and workload pressures on

principals and assistant principals. The IEU
has held discussions with some diocesan
employers in regard to principals’ health and
safety concerns and will seek to ensure that
EA discussions acknowledge the diverse and
expanding expectations on principals in their
school communities.
An article Principals Under Pressure
outlining the research and containing
input from principals, was published in the
March edition of IE Magazine (p22).
Professional issues
One of the IEU’s major focus areas
is enhancing access to professional
development and the Union is pleased
to support principals via the Teacher
Learning Network, the recent Securing
Our Future conference and principals’
engagement in PIPs, women’s forums
and conferences. The IEU’s Environment
Conference will be held on 16 October.
PIPs on Anti Social Media may be of
particular interest to principals seeking to
manage these issues with staff, parents
and students.
Ongoing engagement
IEU Principals’ Branch will hold its Term
3 meeting on 1 August at the Union’s
Parramatta office. The Union also
welcomes other opportunities to meet with
its principal members at school, system or
regional levels. IEU principals’ gatherings
scheduled for later this year include
Sydney Inner West on 31 July, Dubbo on 11
September, Wagga Wagga on 28 October
and Lismore in early December.
The IEU looks forward to working with its
principal members to protect and advance
the interests of principals in NSW and ACT
Catholic and independent schools.

Guide to the Working
with Children Check
Carolyn Collins

Vice President
Support Staff
In June 2013 the NSW Commission for
Children and Young People began the
five year phase-in of the Working With
Children Check (WWCC). This check is a
requirement for anyone working in child
related industry.
Those currently employed in secondary
schools need this check done by 2017 and
in primary schools by 2018.
To apply you need to go to  www.
kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/check<http://
www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/check> and
complete the online application form.  
If you do not have internet access, call
9286 7219. Once you have submitted
this form, you will receive an application
number. Then go to a NSW Motor Registry,
RMS agency or Service NSW office with
your application number, proof of identity
and pay the $80 fee. The onus is on the
employee to pay this, but it may be
worthwhile checking with your employer
about this. You can only be told no!

The Check is portable and can be used
for any paid or unpaid child-related work
in NSW, for as long as the worker remains
cleared. Clearance is subject to a national
criminal history check and review of
findings of workplace misconduct and
lasts for five years. The Check is subject
to ongoing monitoring for relevant new
information for the five year life of the
clearance.
This information was sourced from
http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/
working-with-children/working-withchildren-check.
On the behalf of members in systemic
Catholic schools, I would like to thank the
IEU for their persistance and doggedness
in getting such a positive result in the
Enterprise Agreement.I encourage
members to vote yes!
Thanks to all who have registered for
the Support Staff Conference in August.
This conference is looking magnificant
and I know those attending will be blown
away by the content.  I would like to
thank IEU Organiser Carolyn Moore and
Administrative Officer Cassie Barnes along
with the myriad of IEU staff who have put
so much effort and thought into getting
this conference to us.

Join the online
conversation
Join the IEU social group &
keep up to date with us...
www.facebook.com/ieunswact
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Golf day
tees off
After playing in the 1998
Parramatta Diocesan Golf Day at
Richmond Golf Course, Principal of St
Benedict’s Primary School Edgeworth
Mark Hornby-Howell spoke with
colleague and Principal of St Brigid’s
Primary School Raymond Terrace
David Palmer about holding a similar
event in the Maitland Newcastle
Diocese.
In 1999 the inaugural Maitland
Newcastle Golf Day was held at
Merewether Golf Course.
The first Monday of the mid-year
break was chosen as the date and a field
of about 50, including then Director
Mick Bowman and current Director Ray
Collins hit off.

A perpetual trophy was donated by
the CSO for the winning team. Since
then the event has regularly had fields
in the 90s and has included teachers,
support staff, CSO personnel, clergy and
sponsors. In recent years representatives
from the Broken Bay Diocese have
joined in.
The event has had great support over
the years, including from the IEU, and
Mark and David are grateful.
If anyone would like to be included on
the Maitland Newcastle Golf Day mailing
list, contact mark.hornby-howell@
mn.catholic.edu.au

Maitland Newcastle Annual Golf Day organisers David Palmer (left), Principal
St Brigid’s Primary School Raymond Terrace and Mark Hornby-Howell, Principal
St Benedict’s Primary School.

July giveaways
Pictures in
My Heart,
Seeking
Refuge,
Afghanistan
to Australia

Top Gear
Patagonia
Special
ABC DVD (G)

Three DVDs to give
away

Author: Fiona Hamilton
Publisher: Wakefield Press
Three copies to give away

Writing in this beautiful photographic book’s
foreword, human rights lawyer Julian Burnside says
it may be the first book that brings to life the reality
of the culture of the Hazaras for Australians. Hazaras
are the largest group of boat people who have arrived
in Australia in the last 15 years. The photographs,
artworks and stories in this book aim to bridge the
cultural divide and provide a greater understanding of
the Hazaras.

The Crimson Field (M)
Roadshow Entertainment
Three DVDs to give away

The Crimson Field is an epic drama series from
the BBC that reveals untold stories and unsung
heroes from the First World War. Discover the
sacrifice of nurses, medics and volunteers in the
tented hospitals behind the front lines.

The 11th Top Gear
Special is a glorious
celebration of the V8 engine. Or at least it was
supposed to be. In it, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard
Hammond and James May take a trio of V8 powered
sports cars for an epic and arduous 1600 mile road
trip through the spectacular landscapes of Patagonia.
Along the way they encounter swamps, deserts,
forests, beaches and snowy mountain passes. The
threesome and their often malfunctioning machines
press on towards the southernmost city in the world
and an impending game of car football. Unfortunately,
that’s not quite how things turn out.

To enter one of these giveaways, write your name, membership number and address on the back of an envelope clearly marked
with which giveaway you wish to enter and send it to Newsmonth, GPO Box 116, Sydney, NSW 2001 by 31 July.
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NSW ACT IEU Executive

Magna Carta
Bernard
O’Connor
NGS Super
Nicholas Cowdery in his essay 800
Years of Magna Carta, Law Society
Journal, (June 2015) succinctly
summarised the rule of law in the
following statement: “A crucial aspect of
the rule of law is affirmed by the charter:
that justice will be done by following
rules that have been stated in advance
and are knowable by all and fair.” If only
this statement were true when applied
to superannuation.
When compulsory superannuation was
established by the Keating Government,
‘justice’ was the principal goal: a fair go,
a dignified retirement and a favourably
taxed environment where workers could
build wealth. It has been successful to
a large degree in building the fourth
largest retirement pool of savings in
the world for a country with a relatively
small population. A looming question
remains, however, as to the social justice
of retaining the current tax concessions
for multi-million dollar pension accounts
where the investment earnings are tax
free. Should super be a place to stash
money to gain tax concessions or should
the allowable balance be capped at a level
which provides a comfortable retirement?
This issue has already become political and
will re-emerge at the next federal election.
Superannuation was conceived as an
income replacement in retirement, not as
an estate building tool.
As far as ‘rules stated in advance’
which are ‘knowable by all’, successive
governments of both persuasions have
sinned flagrantly against this principle
on a remarkably regular basis. Rule
changes, shifting goal posts, jargon, new
acronyms and tax changes have all served
to undermine public confidence in our
superannuation system. The constant
tinkering has rendered the ‘knowable by
all’ element very difficult – just consider
the shift away from the graduated
contribution increase to 12% which had

been enshrined in law. And let’s not forget
the promises not to interfere with super.
Was it a non core or core promise? Or
perhaps it was a core non core promise.
The most recent proposed rule change
has to do with superannuation governance
and the equal representation rule which
has served the system well since inception.
Boards of industry funds regulated by
APRA have 50% employer appointed
directors and 50% employee appointed
directors with strict fit and proper
requirements in place. The government
is now proposing to abolish this system
and have a mandatory one third of
independent directors with the chair of the
board to be an independent director. No
equal representation is required. There is
a certain irony in the proposed legislation
if one considers that industry funds as a
sector have consistently out performed
bank funds as a sector in three, five and
10 year returns, achieving this by superior
investment performance and lower fees.
Another irony is that industry funds have
not had the well reported problems that
some of the financial planning branches
of major banks have had. In their effort
to produce a profit, it seems that some
financial planning branches of the big four
banks have overlooked the best interest of
their customers and placed them in more
expensive, underperforming, in-house
investment products.
So is the most recent proposed change
put in place to fix a problem or is it
more ideologically driven? There is no
doubt that superannuation will become
more important to the Australian public
as the system matures further and
accounts grow and there is no doubt that
governments will look to super to help
repair their budgets. It is important for
governments to remember the primary
purpose of superannuation – to provide
retirement benefits for members and
their dependants. Quite simple, really!
Members of super funds are saving to
create an income stream which replaces
their salary at retirement. If this is
achieved on a large scale, then reliance on
the Age Pension will be reduced and this
will assist future governments greatly.
Let’s state the rules in advance and
make sure they are knowable by all.
Most importantly, let’s ensure that the
rules are fair!

(Important information: The information in this article is general information only
and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before
making a financial decision, please assess the appropriateness of the information
to your individual circumstances, read the Product Disclosure Statement for any
product you may be thinking of acquiring and consider seeking professional advice.)
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PD and Conferences Calendar
24-25 Jul HTA: State Conference,
Camperdown
27 Jul PIP Maintenance of Accreditation
at Proficient, Ultimo
4 Aug PIP Anti Social Media
Kiama Bowling and Recreation Club,
Kiama
10 Aug PIP Maintenance of Accreditation
at Proficient
Nepean Rowing Club,South Penrith
12 Aug PIP Work Hoarse Voice Care
Tradies Gymea, Gymea
18 Aug PIP Maintenance of Accreditation
at Proficient Liverpool Catholic Club,
Liverpool
21 Aug Support Staff Conference Work Well, Mercure, Sydney
17 Aug IEU TeachMeet, Ultimo
25 Aug TeachMeet
Cootamundra Ex-Services Club,
Cootamundra
29 Aug Early Childhood Conference Powered and Engaged Mercure, Sydney

1 Sept PIP Anti-Social Media, Ultimo
7 Sept TeachMeet
Illawarra Leagues Club, Wollongong
10 Sept PIP Anti Social Media
Batemans Bay
22 Sept Accreditation at Proficient
workshop, Ultimo
25 Sept Starting Strong, Newcastle
30 Sept – 2 Oct MANSW Annual
Conference, Hunter Valley
16 Oct IEU Biennial Environment
Conference – Looking 2 Our Future
17 Nov PIP Work Hoarse Voice Care
Camden Valley
25 Nov IEU TeachMeet, Ultimo
Key:
PIP = Pedagogy in the Pub
MANSW = Mathematical Association
HTA = History Teachers’ Association
Check www.ieu.asn.au for updates

NSW Independent Education Union is endorsed to provide QTC Registered
Professional Development for teachers accredited at Proficient Teacher.

Reps Training 2015
Topics covered will include:
• Current Issues
• Teacher Performance and
• Development – Industrial
implications
• Analysing your membership

• Understanding you Agreement.

Both introductory and Advanced
courses will be offered including:
31 July Griffith (tba)

Check www.ieu.asn.au for updates

Our locations

Sydney 485-501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 (02) 8202 8900
Parramatta 12-14 Wentworth Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 (02) 8202 8900
Newcastle 8-14 Telford Street, Newcastle East NSW 2302 (02) 4926 9400
Lismore 4 Carrington Street, Lismore NSW 2480 (02) 6623 4700
ACT Unit 8, 40 Brisbane Avenue, Barton ACT 2600 (02) 6120 1500
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Book now
don’t miss the opportunity

Practical strategies for schools and early
childhood centres in educating for sustainability
in the context of climate change.

Keynote Speakers
Dr Mark Diesendorf

16 October 2015 – Sydney

Sustainability: Transitioning Australia’s energy system
from fossil fuels to renewable energy.

Associate Professor and Deputy Director Institute
of Environmental Studies UNSW.

Professor Neil Ormerod
The Papal Environment Encyclical and Social Justice – impact on
International Climate.

Policy Professor of Theology Faculty of Theology and
Philosophy ACU.

Tim Silverwood
Tim’s personal decision to clean plastic from his favourite surfing
beaches and inspire others to do the same has led him down an
extraordinary path of scientific exploration, advocacy and activism.

Co-founder, Take 3 marine debris and litter education.
Mr ‘Tim Silverwood’ appears by arrangement of Claxton
Speakers International.

Early bird registration by 1 September
IEU member $90 | non-member $180
thereafter
IEU member $130 | non-member $250

Sponsored by

NSW Independent Education Union is endorsed to provide QTC Registered
Completing Environment Conference 2015: Looking 2 Our Future will
contribute 5 hours and 15 minutes of QTC Registered PD addressing 3.3.2;
3.4.2; 6.2.2; 6.3.2; 7.4.2 from the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers

Bookings Tania Yardley tania@ieu.asn.au or 02 8202 8900

IT’S ABOUT
BEING
WEALTHY +
AND WISE
That’s why we’re dedicated to educating and
empowering our members.

To help you enjoy true wealth
— in every sense of the word,
we have developed a website
at www.truewealth.com.au
which is packed with great
articles just for you.

Issued by NGS Super Pty Limited ABN 46 003 491 487 AFSL No 233 154 the Trustee of NGS Super ABN 73 549 180 515.

From wellbeing and lifestyle
to wealth and retirement,
our articles cover a wide
range of topics to help
you build your wealth of
knowledge and get the
most out of life.
2399 (0615)

We understand the importance of
living a rich life. Rich in knowledge
and rich in moments.

